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**ACADEMIC YEAR 2019-20**

### Module Components

#### Assessment Reading and Writing

- **Overview**: Comprehensive study of key themes in modern literature, focusing on novel analysis and literary conventions.

- **Components**:
  - Baseline Assessment - Writing to Describe
  - Love to Read: Novel Study - Modern literature
  - Exploring themes in modern literature
  - Suspense and analysing the end of the novel
  - Crime and Detective Fiction - Conventions of detective fiction

#### Creative Writing

- **Overview**: Development of creative writing skills, focusing on narrative techniques and literary devices.

- **Components**:
  - The Perfect World: Using imagery and colours
  - H.G. Wells and Huxley
  - Persuasive Writing
  - Argumentative Writing

#### Media Studies

- **Overview**: Exploration of media and its role in society, focusing on persuasive and argumentative writing.

- **Components**:
  - Media: The Young Reporter - Writing to Persuade
  - Media: The Young Reporter - Writing to Argue
  - Media: The Young Reporter - Writing to Inform
  - Media: The Young Reporter - Writing to Entertain
  - Media: The Young Reporter - Writing to Analyse

#### Literacy SOW

- **Overview**: Focus on improving literacy skills through various components.

- **Components**:
  - Learn, Embed, Advance, Demonstrate
  - Adjectives and Nouns
  - Prepositions and Determiners
  - Verbs
  - Tenses
  - Sentence Forms

#### Staff

- **Overview**: Lead by the curriculum team.
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